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Introduction.
Let L be a 1 attice, J(L) = {xe L\x join-irreducible in L) and M(L) = {x e L\x meet-irreducible in L). As is well known the sets J(L) and M(L) play a central role in the arithmetic of a lattice L of finite length and particularly, in the case that L is distributive. We show (Proposition 1) that the "quotient set" QiL) = {b¡a\a e/(F), b e MiL), aSb} plays a somewhat analogous role in the study of the sublattices of a lattice L of finite length. If F is a finite distributive lattice, its quotient set ß(F) in a natural way determines (Theorem 1) the lattice Sub(F) of all sublattices of L.
By examining (Theorem 2) the connection between /(F) and /(F), where F is a maximal proper sublattice of a finite distributive lattice F, we can derive some useful information about the orders of sublattices of finite distributive lattices; namely, every finite distributive lattice of order //_3 which contains a maximal proper sublattice of order m also contains sublattices of orders n-m,2in-m), and 3(n -m); and, every finite distributive lattice L contains a maximal proper sublattice K such that either \K\=\L\-l or |F|=2/(F), where /(F) denotes the length of F.
The author wishes to thank Barry Wölk for suggesting the proof presented here for Proposition 1. For all terminology not explained here we refer to G. Birkhoff [1] . 2 . A connection between Q(L) and Sub(F). Proposition 1 below serves to underline a basic connection between Q(L) and the sublattices of a lattice F of finite length, a connection which, specialized to finite distributive lattices, has been the motivation for the results presented in this paper. Proof. That (i) implies (ii) follows from the fact that join-irreducible elements in a distributive lattice are join-prime, that is, if a eJ(L) and aSbVc then aSb or aSc. Applying Proposition 1 we get that (ii) implies (iii). On the other hand, Proposition 1 together with Lemma l(ii) shows that <p is well-defined, one-one, isotone, and that, in fact, cp-1 is isotone. From (iii) we have that <p is onto, so that q> is, indeed, an isomorphism; thus, (iii) implies (iv). It remains only to show that (iv) implies (i). Let x £ B-{c}. Choose some y € B such that x>y. Then there exist Xi, yx £ [a, b] and x2, y2 e A such that x>xx>x2 and y>yx>y2. By transposition xx>yx, x2>j2> and xxAy=yx. If x2<j> then y\=xxAy¿ix2>y2, and since yx>y2 we have that t»i=x2, which is impossible. Thus, x2 is incomparable with y and, in fact, x covers x2 in K, and since x also covers yinK, we get that x is join-reducible in K.
It remains only to show that c e/(F). We may without loss of generality assume that c covers two distinct incomparable elements cx, c2 £ F, both incomparable with a. But a is join-irreducible in F, that is, it covers only e. By transposition we get that {a, cx, c2, e, c} is a sublattice of F isomorphic to the five-element modular, nondistributive lattice M5 which, of course, is a contradiction. The proof of the theorem is now complete.
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2(i). 
Proof.
We may without loss of generality assume that Irr(L)=0.
Recall that for finite distributive lattices \JiL)\ = liL)+l = \MiL)\. Fur- The estimate on the order of maximal proper sublattices of finite distributive lattices prescribed in Corollary 2 is best possible in the sense that, if for every positive integer n, Ln is the ordinal sum of n copies of the Boolean lattice 23, then the maximum order of a maximal proper sublattice of Ln is 2/(Fn).
